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TRENDS & FORECASTING

Education Transformation Portends A Cultural Restoration

By Nicholas West

In a recent tweet, Jeff Paul asked, “When money is worthless,
what has real value?” He offered his answer as “health, family,
skills and relationships.” This builds upon his article from last
month where he highlighted the real-world value of family in
monetary terms as well as social terms. I’d venture to say that as
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a consequence of what we have seen over the last several years
with countless people losing all of their monetary wealth due to
the stroke of a government pen, plus current inflationary
pressures being exerted upon the surviving class, people are
being forced to confront economic conditions that we haven’t
seen for generations.

Such a series of ongoing calamities will usually get people looking
inward when the outer world fails to offer comfort and support.
Where did it all go wrong? Might it be that we have been taught a
series of miscalculated values about what constitutes real wealth?

Evidence is mounting that most people are no longer under the
illusion that government is the solution for all of our ills. This is not
to say that most people still don’t instinctively turn to political
solutions first, but outside the establishment media paid to
promote the government, no one I come into contact with ever
sings its praises – no matter where in the world they are from.
Beyond a lost faith in government is a simultaneous recognition
that nearly all systems are collapsing, brought out into the open
even further by the various literal shutdowns that have taken
place. It’s been happening slowly for many decades, but now it’s
obvious that our most basic infrastructure and supply systems
may be hopelessly beyond repair.

Those with children have to face the music in even more profound
and disturbing ways. They might find themselves explaining
cost-cutting measures and a general need for frugality to their
children with a new sense of urgency. On top of these monetary
pressures, today’s children are having their minds more obviously
preyed upon by the State. We’ve seen their breathing restricted
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by mask mandates; the introduction of new forms of surveillance
brought home by the “need” for remote learning (“School World
Order” in Issue 41); and control over their thoughts by the
language police that now covers all of what a child is being taught
in establishment schools, including their sexuality which is now
being discussed upon their very first arrival into the system.

So, perhaps our formative years in government-run education is
where we should really be focusing our attention if we want to
build lasting solutions.

These conditions are in fact leading to experts of conscience to
speak up and issue warnings about the coming mental health
crisis among children and the wider implications for society.
Boston psychology professor Peter Gray has been outspoken for
more than a decade about the dangers of the standardized school
system, but emphasizes current conditions as the tip of the
iceberg:

Gray explains that standard schooling today is a key factor in
the continuous rise in rates of childhood and adolescent
anxiety, depression, and suicide. Its imposed, one-size-fits
all curriculum, reliance on reward and punishment as
external motivators, and dismissal of natural childhood
curiosity and creativity erode learners’ powerful drives for
learning and discovery. Stripped of these drives, and
increasingly deprived of opportunities to play, explore, and
pursue individual interests outside of school without the
constant hovering of adults, children and adolescents
become more melancholic and morose.
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For those who manage to run the gauntlet of childhood trauma
experienced through this form of schooling, college awaits where
the final steps of molding can shape the emerging adult into an
automaton fully ready to embrace a new world devoid of all
traditional foundation and perfectly malleable for the constant
fluidity of the truth they will be told to accept. It is for this reason
that Patrick issued our own e-mail warning recently where he
boldly stated: college is deadly.

The great news is that education is increasingly being understood
as not only “failing” but as a flat-out predatory danger to our
children and our society as a whole, and people are leaving the
system by the millions.

It’s not only parents and children who are opting out either – their
teachers are also leaving in droves as many have been driven
away by various mandates. Others have left in protest over
curriculum changes, not ready to toe the line of establishment
programming. I was stunned to learn recently that up to 800,000
educators have left their traditional employment and nearly half
are considering changing jobs, with 34% considering leaving the
career altogether.

These are clearly people who have valuable skills and a desire to
help others. And, indeed, according to the Wall Street Journal,
teachers are among the highest in demand for any new career of
their choosing. However, the rise in general interest for alternative
education offers innovative new ways for teachers to remain in
the profession they love without sacrificing their values to do it.

This combination of like-minded parents, students and trained
educators (referred to below as “edupreneurs”) has spurred an
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unprecedented upswell in those who are ready to embrace the
solutions that have been available all along, as well as a few new
ones that I’ll also highlight below.

The ultimate beauty of this trend is that it will be extremely difficult
to reverse once it is embraced and the massive benefits become
more evident. This forms the basis for a restoration that provides
a path for future generations to rebuild not only what has been
lost, but create a much stronger foundation to weather all that is
yet to come.

Alternative Schooling Methods

Homeschooling – This is likely what people are most familiar
with when they hear about alternative school options, and it forms
an umbrella under which many other systems can be classified.
However, even this now-vanilla category previously had been
maligned as the place where cults were built and future
unabombers would no doubt emerge. I’m ashamed to admit that I
was once a very uninformed skeptic, but fortunately Jeff Paul
corrected my many misconceptions.

Many millions have now become advocates just in the last few
years alone, as census data shows a tripling in those who have
embarked upon home education. Perhaps most exciting is that
the groundswell of support is occurring “across all races and
ethnicities.”

Naturally, the State continues to put its tentacles throughout the
family dynamic, so homeschool laws and requirements can be
complicated and restrictive in many locations despite being legal
in all 50 states. Homeschool.com has a handy table of each state
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that shows the current laws with a link to each state’s department
of education. Here are the first few, for example:

The site also has a ton of other resources available. I would also
recommend following the work of Kerry MacDonald, who is
sourced liberally throughout this article, as she is one of the most
widely respected and unimpeachable proponents of this method.

Microschooling – For those parents who don’t feel as if they can
fully take on the task of educating their children at home on their
own, the rise in edupreneurs is encouraging, enabling parents to
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find many more ways to seek small groups led by trained and
like-minded individuals.

A microschool can take various forms but typically has been
categorized as a “one-room schoolhouse” of 15 or fewer students.
Over the last decade or so, the definition has expanded a bit to
include various models that can accommodate more students,
while offering the flexibility to maintain smaller subgroups as
needed. Students are often taught together in wider age ranges
than traditional schooling and merge together under the wider
directive of community-based learning.

Even Forbes has taken note of the rising trend in microschooling
and recently highlighted a prime example of how community can
play a role first and foremost. In this case, it was a specific
societal ill that was being addressed by Black Mothers Forum:

“Our focus was to address the school to prison pipeline...we
all determined we needed to get educated and organized to
save the lives of our babies,” says [Janelle] Wood, and Covid
offered the perfect storm of an opportunity. “We needed to
start at the school level because this is where it
begins...somewhere [kids] lost their desire to learn,
somewhere there was a failure, a breakdown, a breach and
we determined that was in the school.” Parents like Janelle
Woods and other women of Black Mothers Forum were
“determined to create safe and supportive learning
environments for our children who are on the path to
educational excellence,” and they did just that. They turned
to Prenda, a microschool organization to deliver their
educational program, manage the hiring and vetting of
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guides and logistics of the pod. Sequoia Charter School
supports the delivery of the educational program and
ensures accountability.

For others, such as 20-year veteran educator Jill Perez, it was
finding a way to overcome the mental and physical challenges
she and her colleagues were facing under the Covid regime.
Instead of bemoaning a situation that was likely to only get worse,
she spearheaded a mask-free learning center of her own.

She founded Tranquil Teachings, a learning center in
Monmouth County, New Jersey that operates on a private
membership model where parents can choose to send their
children part-time or full-time each week to engage in
academic and/or enrichment activities. She currently has 40
students enrolled…

“I was able to take some of these teachers and bring them
here and they’re wonderful. They have a lot of skills, they’re
questioning things. And they are loving what they are doing
in a way that they haven’t in years,” she said.

As an education entrepreneur, Perez encourages other
parents and educators to use this transformational moment
to create new learning communities. “Get out of your comfort
zone,” she suggests. “Understand that connection is our way
out of this. It’s the opposite of everything we’ve been told,”
she adds.

For mother of three, Ada Salie, it was merely turning her informal
“pandemic playgroups” into a microschool called Life
Rediscovered for children 5-13 years old. Ada notes that there is
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a shortage of these services in the face of rising demand and is a
perfect opportunity for those who wish to take on the challenge. In
her area of Massachusetts, for example, “We have families that
drive up to an hour to get to us because there’s nothing in their
area.” You can listen to her excellent interview with Kerry
MacDonald here where she offers a wealth of advice for getting
started.

Similarly, “pandemic pods” have become a new way to formalize
opting-out into a combination of homeschooling and
microschooling. An entirely new class of “podders” is developing
as people are finding new ways to connect and adapt as they see
fit, promoting the ethos of permissionless innovation. As Kerry
describes:

These learning pods, or in-home microschools, involve small
groups of families coming together to take turns facilitating a
curriculum for their children in their homes, or pooling
resources to hire a teacher or college student to lead
instruction. They are a creative, spontaneous response to
uncertain or undesirable school reopening plans that make
at-home learning easier, more practical, and more enjoyable
for more families.

As you can see from just these few examples, there are countless
permutations that can be developed. The following resources can
help you or someone you know get started building these key
community solutions:

SchoolHouse – find a microschool, searchable by zip code.
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Weekdays – specialized microschools for children aged 1-6,
searchable by zip code.

A.School – offers a full app dashboard of organizational tools,
course creation, enrollment and administration of a variety of
school designs.

Microschool Coalition – a wealth of articles and resources,
including free training sessions

Unschooling – Despite the growing number of tools, resources
and participants for alternative school structures, any type of
formalized education can carry unwanted external programming
when a consistent group dynamic is introduced. It is for this
reason that many parents choose to keep their children entirely
unschooled.

Also known as self-directed learning, our modern connected world
has made this approach far more versatile and workable, as
children naturally gravitate toward what interests them most –
now predominantly online. I know that my own child comes to me
daily with an assortment of facts, statistics, history lessons and
opinions that she wasn’t taught in school and we as parents never
introduced. In this way, not only has she broadened her scope of
knowledge entirely on her own, she imparts that to others as an
educator. This is the foundation for the more tribalistic learning of
the past, but has become superpowered in our age of global
real-time information transfer.

Proponents assert that this is THE model for participants in the
future economy where digital innovation and collaboration is
paramount. We see this manifesting all throughout decentralized
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and distributed models, where formal education has little bearing
on the perceived value of one’s contribution. Makerspaces are a
perfect example of an essentially unschooled way that individual
creativity becomes an innovative contribution and education for
all. Online it’s sites like GitHub and the countless other
repositories where anyone can submit their contribution to the
open-source community for feedback, networking and further
community-building enterprises.

Unschooling is naturally less about specific resources and
guidance than it is about the philosophy of learning and parenting,
so I would recommend reading articles from advocate Dayna
Martin to learn more. She offers a 30-day “Radical Unschooling
Immersion Program.”

Worldschooling

As an outcropping of the unschool ethos, perhaps one of the most
comprehensive approaches – at least in terms of an experiential
approach – is worldschooling. This is where travel and culture
become the primary foundational elements to offer children a
sense of scope, global community and the impact they can make
upon the world through an individualistic lens.

One caveat now, of course, is the ongoing restrictions, mandates
and general difficulties surrounding travel, but that in of itself is a
teaching moment that can show children which countries are the
most heavily locked down and which offer a modicum of health
freedom.

I personally believe that developing the ability to be dropped
anywhere in the world and having the ability to network, quickly
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find resources, and identify opportunities offers incalculable
lifetime skills that make a person much more adaptable for a
future world that is likely to remain in extreme flux and uncertainty.
All evidence points to a continuation of the move from a jobs
economy to a skills economy. Moreover, this approach helps pave
the way for maintaining a robust pool of digital nomads.

In 2018 Jeff Paul detailed his own experience raising his children
as homeschoolers. They later branched out into worldschooling
through Project World School.

As Jeff recounted at the time:

My oldest son is 18 … He’s already visited dozens of
countries. Along the way, he acquired certifications for scuba
diving, driving, and as a surf lifeguard — the only three tests
he’s ever taken. He’s also started a few side hustles and
learned skills like audio and video editing, blogging, and
construction.
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Those skills, among many others that will no doubt be acquired,
prepare a child vastly better than passing standardized tests that
will have little to no applicability by the time a student graduates
college. Additionally, all the harping about cultural insensitivities
throughout establishment media and education will organically be
addressed by experiencing the world firsthand and understanding
that all people everywhere essentially want the same things in life
– peace and prosperity for themselves and their loved ones.

I would also recommend World Travel Family as a great blog
which answers many questions, offers tips, and highlights a
detailed personal account of the positive impacts this lifestyle can
provide.

Concluding Thoughts
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Aside from lamenting the many damaged children, I can’t help but
give thanks to authoritarians who are obsessively-compulsively
reaching beyond what the human spirit is willing to endure. You
have now littered 71% of elementary school math books with
woke indoctrination, introduced physical abuse to classrooms
everywhere, and as a result now have to bribe students to come
back to school. You have turned former supporters or apathetic
participants into fierce opposition who will stop at nothing to find
more peace and prosperity for their children. These children will
set their sights on a whole new way of educating themselves and
building more resilient and just systems for all of us. As always,
we are thrilled to contribute.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Strategies To Identify New Business Ideas

By Vin Armani

It is now clear that, due in large part to acute, global economic
mismanagement over the last several years – chronic
mismanagement has been taking place for decades – the world is
entering into a period of economic hardship. Some may think that
such periods are “bad for business.” This idea may be true for
certain types of businesses; those that rely on an abundance of
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“disposable income” or excess unused venture capital in a given
market. However, for businesses (and business people) whose
entrepreneurship is based on solving real problems for real
people, times of economic hardship can lead to great
opportunities for rewarding entrepreneurship.

This month, I am going to share some heuristics that I have found
to be particularly powerful for identifying problems that represent
business opportunities, as well as share a concrete example of
the problem/opportunity that is a current project on which I am
working.

The best framing I have encountered, in the context of
understanding the connection between identifying problems and
finding business opportunities, comes from Michael Seibel,
founder of Twitch.tv and current managing director at legendary
tech accelerator YCombinator. Michael has advised hundreds of
startup companies, and his message regarding “finding startup
business ideas” has consistently been focused on identifying and
qualifying problems. He has given several great talks on the topic,
quite a few of which are available on YouTube. You can check out
two of my favorites here and here. Michael has a wonderful
heuristic for assessing problems to determine whether or not
solving the problem is a good use of both entrepreneurial energy
and capital.

1. Ubiquity. Is this a problem that many people face?
2. Frequency. Is this a problem that the people who face this

problem deal with often?
3. Severity. Is this problem a real source of suffering and

discomfort for those who face it?
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I’m sure that, like me, you get the spark of interesting business
ideas on a regular basis. If you do, then you probably also realize
that most of those ideas are bad and not worth spending very
much time even thinking about. Michael Seibel’s heuristic has
been a wonderful tool for me, a white-hot crucible that
immediately burns up bad ideas and purifies good ideas down to
their essence.

One of the best aspects of this three-part assessment is that it
immediately gets rid of the dangerous type of business ideas that
I have come to label as “cute.” Cute ideas are dangerous because
they are essentially bad ideas that have a novel, fun, or “sexy,”
angle to them. They represent bad business ideas, but I have
seen myself expend mental and emotional cycles on such ideas
because I was attracted to their novelty.

An important modifier that Seibel adds to his description of his
heuristic is an examination of the degree of “personalness” that a
given problem has. In other words, the best problems to focus on
solving are those problems to which you have a personal
connection.

Highest on the list of business ideas would, according to Seibel,
be solving a problem that you personally had that was also a
problem shared by many other people, that you personally
experienced on a regular (e.g., daily) basis, and that was the
source of considerable personal stress for you. You have every
incentive to solve this problem and, importantly, having a personal
connection allows you to very easily evaluate any possible
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solutions to be sure that they are even “in the ballpark” of solving
the stated problem.

If you don’t personally experience a problem, you might still be
well-served to tackle a problem that someone close to you, like a
close friend or family member, experiences on a regular basis. It
is best to stay away from attempting to solve problems to which
you don’t have a personal connection. In fact, in the case of a
problem that is removed from your experience, you might not
even be dealing with a problem at all.

When I first arrived on Saipan, I immediately noticed, as does
everyone who arrives here from the mainland USA, that grocery
shopping was never a “one store and done” affair. Grocery stores
in Saipan carry a very limited selection, and there is no single
store that had all of the items on my family’s shopping list. I found
myself going to two or three stores on every grocery outing. I
didn’t know which shops would have which items and thought
that, according to Seibel’s heuristic, a website that listed all of the
items for sale on the island and at which stores the items could be
found would be a good problem to solve, a good business idea.

However, after sharing my idea with friends who had been on the
island for years, they assured me that what I perceived as a
problem actually was not a problem, as I would very quickly be
well aware of which stores stocked which items and so I would
never use the proposed service. Not only were they absolutely
correct in their assessment – I know what stores have what items
– but one of the means for social cohesion here in Saipan is
communicating with friends when new or rare items make an
appearance on store shelves.
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So, even in the case where you do have a personal connection to
a problem, you might want to temper it with consideration of the
depth of your personal experience and whether your perception of
the problem is fully formed from significant exposure. Some things
that you might think are problems are not the problems you think
they are.

Worthy problems, those that would merit entrepreneurial effort,
can be hard to come by. One way of sussing out the problems
around you is to gain a reputation for asking people about their
problems and being willing to think through solutions with them. If
you have a particular skill set, professional or otherwise, asking
people if they are experiencing problems in your area of expertise
can be truly revealing. I personally love talking through problems
and really trying to understand them, with an eye to always
contributing something of real value when possible. Because this
is a part of my nature, friends and acquaintances will often invite
me to brainstorm with them when they are faced with a
conundrum. It was just such a brainstorming session that was the
point of genesis for a current business now in its first production
phases here on Saipan, a self-minted stablecoin and associated
payment processing system called Badger Universal Token
(BUX).

One of the people I met, through mutual friends, in my first few
months here in Saipan is Louis, the owner of one of three
licensed recreational cannabis dispensaries on Saipan. One day
he called and asked if I would be willing to come and participate in
a meeting that he was going to have with two local entrepreneurs
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who were looking to provide payment processing for his
dispensary using crypto.

Because cannabis is a Schedule One drug according to federal
law, cannabis businesses in US jurisdiction (Saipan is under US
federal law) find it nearly impossible to get reliable banking or
payment processing of credit cards. Crypto has seemed like it
could solve this problem, but the solutions have always been a bit
clunky. My colleagues had put one of our early crypto
point-of-sale terminals in Louis’ dispensary, and those in our small
group who would buy weed did so with crypto. At that time,
however, our community wasn’t providing much business and the
terminal itself had been placed under the counter, in storage. As a
favor, I joined in on the meeting. It became immediately clear that
the two entrepreneurs had no experience with crypto and were
actually proposing a business model that would make them an
unlicensed money service business. In the meeting, as Louis
bounced questions off of me regarding the idea, it became clear
to me that a novel protocol that I had been playing with on paper
could potentially provide a regulatorily exempt and non-custodial
way for customers to pay by credit card while the dispensary
received the payment in crypto. That represents a fundamentally
better user experience than any existing cryptocurrency solution
for dispensaries. The idea never would have been born were I
unwilling to, with no motivation other than goodwill, lend my ear
and brain to help out a friend.

As of this writing, Louis has done thousands of dollars in sales
using the system that I debuted for him a couple of months after
our initial meeting. Terminals are now in the other dispensaries as
well (and also generating daily sales). The dispensary owners,
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when introduced to the BUX system, say that this solves a huge
problem that they and their staff experience on a daily basis as
customers want to pay with some method other than cash. When
the businesses were cash-only (before BUX), customers would
arrive every day without any physical cash and would have to
leave the store to go to an ATM. In some cases, the customer did
not come back after leaving. That’s a lost sale and those lost
sales are a headache for any business owner. The problem that
was presented was frequent and severe. The fundamental
problem is one shared by every cannabis business in the US. In
this case, I didn’t personally experience the problem (I don’t
consume cannabis and am not associated with a cannabis
business), but the problem was presented to me by a friend in a
very personal manner. Working with Louis, I was able to craft a
solution and then put it into use in the wild and get feedback from
him and his staff. The problems experienced in one dispensary
will be similar problems experienced in all dispensaries, especially
in the context of payment processing.

This problem-based methodology of identifying business
opportunities requires a bit of patience. If your orientation is
toward helping others, and you have a willingness to listen to the
problems of others and think about valuable solutions, you’ll find
plenty of opportunities. However, you should never approach
interactions with a goal of gleaning a potential business. The
business ideas will come. Instead, focus first and foremost on
really alleviating the suffering of those around you, even if it
doesn't make you a penny in profit. Community matters. If you
take care of your community, your community will take care of you
(and your business endeavors).
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WEALTH

How To Add Value To Property Without Permits

By Jeff Paul

Do we ever really own land? Between property taxes and zoning
restrictions, it seems we merely rent land from the state. Yet
holding title to land gives us more usage rights than leasing, and it
gives us the opportunity to use land as an investment vehicle.

Personally, I’ve never felt motivated to improve any property that I
rented. Whereas, I feel like every single tiny improvement made
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to a property that I own is an investment. These days, it seems
like permits are required for nearly everything, but there are still
some significant changes we can do without permits in most
areas. Many of these improvements add value to the property
without increasing its tax assessment. For example, a mature fruit
orchard doesn’t add much to an appraisal, but adds a lot of value
to the occupant or for a potential buyer.

As free men and women, or agorists, we must know the limit of
the laws in order to push the boundaries to their fullest benefit.

I’ve developed property in the US and in Costa Rica. The overall
laws for developing real estate are surprisingly similar in both
countries. Although zoning laws have gotten stricter in certain
jurisdictions, usually in urban areas, most zoning laws are fairly
uniform across states, counties, districts, and even countries. In
this article, we will explore improvements we can make without
permits in the United States.

Similar laws likely apply to most suburban/rural residential areas
in any developed country. You should check with your specific
zoning office to see the exact rules near you. Your laws may allow
even more than what is outlined here.

First, this article is not about how to remodel a home for maximum
return. That formula is fairly simple: improve curb appeal,
kitchens, bathrooms, etc. Most home remodel jobs don’t require
permits (except when you move plumbing, electric, or
load-bearing walls). This article is about making improvements to
property around the home or on raw land.
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Let’s get into it.

Fencing

In almost any jurisdiction in the world, we can build entrance
gates and fences on our property without a permit. In the US,
these fences can be up to 7 feet tall before a permit is required.
Fences add tremendous value for privacy, for containing pets or
livestock, and for protection against predators.

Entrance gates are a great first layer of security to property and
an excellent way to add value to a piece of raw land. It’s also a
great way to add value to any suburban home. Anyone with pets
will appreciate it and pay more than a comparable home without a
fence or entrance gate.
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Retaining walls up to 4 feet tall are also allowed to be built without
permits in most jurisdictions. Retaining walls can help create more
usable flat areas which is valuable for steep properties.

Landscaping, Trees and Gardens

As mentioned earlier, an orchard of fruit and nut trees can yield
thousands of dollars in produce per year and they’re not recorded
in the public registry as taxable value. Same with vegetable
gardens. They produce a bounty of food for the occupants and
they are an attractive selling point for homebuyers.
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Thomas Jefferson’s South Orchard at Monticello

Even plain inedible decorative landscaping like a well-cared-for
lawn and mulched flower gardens is of great value to property
owners. It creates a beautiful environment to live in and adds curb
appeal when trying to sell.

For raw land, removing trees and shrubs may be the first
landscaping job to increase the value of the property. Permits are
not usually required for this unless utility lines are potentially in
the way of trees.

Structures Without Permits

In Costa Rica, a building under 700 square feet does not need a
permit even if it’s a home. Frankly, most new homes in Costa
Rica, no matter their size, don’t have permits because they don’t
have the capacity to enforce them. So builders basically ignore
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them. We are not as lucky in over-developed countries like the
United States. Permits must be pulled to build a residence,
especially when public utilities are required. However, there are a
few zoning loopholes that could allow for small liveable structures
without permits.

Sheds and Playhouses

In my area, and in most of the suburban US, we can build a
residential storage building up to 200 square feet and 10-foot-high
walls without a permit. These can be sheds, playhouses, or
“similar uses.” These uses could be a man cave that you happen
to fall asleep in often. Or a storage shed for materials (including a
bed) to build a bigger home in the future. Or it can be used to
store extra furniture where guests come to stay from time to time.
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14ft x 14ft cabin floor plan without sleeping loft (Source)

For a quick reference, 14ft x 14ft is 196 square feet and a 16-foot
diagram circle (for yurts) equals 200 square feet. Obviously, these
are small structures to spend the rest of your life in, but they’re
more than sufficient for temporary accommodations – especially
with a sleeping loft.

They are also a great way to make a side income on Airbnb or
Hipcamp. People would love to stay in a clean off-grid cabin, yurt,
or wall tent in a beautiful setting.

Agricultural Structures

In my area, we can build agricultural buildings (barns) up to 864
square feet without a permit. Zoning states that it must be
exclusively used for “livestock, feed, and farm implements” and
adhere to all property set-back rules. The rules state that they
cannot contain “heat or plumbing” without permits.
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If the barn is not connected to public utilities, the municipality has
no jurisdiction to inspect the building. Besides housing livestock, a
portion of it could easily be lived in or used as an Airbnb. Like the
playhouse sheds, these barns could have livable areas with
insulated walls, portable heating, an off-grid power station, a
private water source and a composting toilet.

Regardless of how you use it, that is a large outbuilding on your
property that is not registered at the municipality as part of your
property assessment. It adds tremendous value for occupants
and potential buyers in the future.

Greenhouses

Greenhouses are considered temporary structures so there are
few zoning limitations on them in most jurisdictions. Greenhouses
add value for food production, especially in northern climates. We
could build a fairly substantial greenhouse structure without
permits.

To avoid confrontation with the municipality, it’s best to adhere to
set-back rules from roads, property lines, streams, etc.

A greenhouse can also be heated and watered using private
systems. When connecting to grid services, permits are usually
required to trench conduits for electricity or plumbing.

Decks
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In my area and most of the US, a detached deck up to 200 square
feet and no more than 30 inches above grade is allowed without
permitting. This type of decking can be the perfect foundation for
a yurt, wall tent, or pavilion. Or it can be shaped to wrap around
an existing structure as long as it isn’t connected to it. Decking is
valuable for people who enjoy being outdoors. And again it won’t
appear on your property assessment.

Decks higher than 30 inches above grade (the ground) are
required to have stairs and guardrails that adhere to safety codes.
Thus permits are required; otherwise, we are liable if a visitor is
injured falling off of such a structure.

Flatwork

Flatwork includes driveways, walkways, sport courts, and trails.
Adding a driveway to a piece of raw land adds a lot of value.
Walkways with a hard surface around structures and to access
gardens are also very nice to have on a property. Sport courts are
awesome for staying in shape while having fun doing it. They also
provide our property with a unique feature that few other homes
will have.
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And if your land is big enough, clearing trails for hiking, biking,
horses or motorized vehicles is a huge plus. Once again, none of
these are recorded at the town registry on your property
assessment.

Ponds or Prefabricated Pools

In many areas small shallow ponds do not require permits. And,
surprisingly, prefabricated pools less than 24 inches deep also
don’t require permits. These “pools” can be used for cooling off on
hot summer days or used for an aquaponics system.

Water Tanks
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Adding water tanks up to 5000 gallons do not require permits in
most jurisdictions outside cities. These tanks are extremely
valuable in off-grid locations. When I lived in Hawaii, we lived off
rainwater collected from our roof into a large water tank. It works
surprisingly well.

Playground Equipment

Swings and playground equipment generally don’t require
permits. They provide a big source of joy for young children and
could be a nice selling point when listing a property for sale.
Playground equipment can be quite elaborate, and if we’re
creative they can provide many other uses too.

A Final Word About Permits

Getting permits for building a new home on raw land is
cumbersome. Many times it requires multiple permits for septic
tanks and wells plus the home itself. However, getting permits for
smaller projects is usually not very challenging. So don’t let that
stop you if you really want to build something that requires
permits. It mostly includes filling out an application, maybe
submitting a sketch and then paying a fee.

I hope this helps you add value to your properties! Would love to
see your projects in the Telegram group.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin continued to pull back last month, moving steadily lower
just about all month long. April started off around the $46K mark,
and prices dropped to $40K rather quickly. The $40K level
provided some moderate support, but once broken prices fell to
the $36K level we’re at today.

Price action has been pretty brutal the past few weeks here, and
just about all traders are expecting the sell-off to continue. Testing
the support at $30-$32k wouldn’t be much of a surprise here.
Breaking down from that level opens up the chance for a much
more significant sell-off.

The correlation between crypto and the equities market has been
the main reason for the decline lately. Both the Nasdaq and the
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NYSE have sold off hard in recent weeks, entering correction
territory. The Federal Reserve is stuck in a tough spot, as the
economic stimulus that carried us through covid has indeed
resulted in high levels of inflation, about 8% according to the CPI,
which is grossly undervalued. In order to get this under control,
the Fed has no choice but to raise interest rates and slow down
spending. As a result, the markets are tanking and risk-on assets
like Bitcoin are falling with them.

While pullbacks like this are never easy to sit through, we have
seen this play out before. The difference this time is that Bitcoin is
a completely legitimate asset and no longer potentially going to
zero. Just last month we heard from Fidelity, the largest custodian
of IRA accounts in the country, that they were approving Bitcoin
trading/investing for their IRA account holders. This is huge news,
that in a bull market would send Bitcoin up 10-20% in a day. In
this market, the news was largely ignored.

Cryptocurrency funding from VC firms is at an all-time high. The
level of Bitcoin being held in dormant wallets (meaning they
haven’t moved any Bitcoin in over a year) is at an all-time high.
Supply sitting on centralized exchanges is at an all-time low.
About 90% of the new Bitcoin generated by mining companies is
also being held by the companies, rather than being sold to fund
operations.

All signs are building towards a serious liquidity shortage for
Bitcoin. The lack of supply cuts both ways: in a bear market there
isn’t enough supply to absorb the traders' selling, so prices fall
more than is expected; in a bull market there isn’t enough supply
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to meet demand, so prices move higher than expected. Our take
is that once the market stabilizes and the sell-off capitulates, we’ll
see Bitcoin recover and move well past its previous high.

Bitcoin’s new utility is taking shape as more of a collateral asset
than anything else. Yes, it can be used to buy and transact with.
But more importantly, it can be used as a source of liquidity or
backing to generate dollars. USD stablecoins are now
accumulating Bitcoin to preserve their dollar peg. The LFG (Luna
Foundation Guard), for example, now owns $3.5 Billion worth of
Bitcoin, which it uses to safeguard the peg of UST, a collateralized
stablecoin. The argument can be made that UST is superior to
USDT, USDC, or any other dollar-backed stablecoin, as UST is
actually decentralized, backed by crypto, and has no freezing
ability like regulated crypto dollar coins are forced to have.

Another use case of Bitcoin for collateral is the residential
mortgage market. Milo (https://www.milocredit.com/crypto/) is
offering 30-year mortgages at competitive rates (4-5%), using
Bitcoin as collateral. By doing this, investors are able to keep
holding onto all of their crypto, rather than selling off a portion to
make a down payment. This saves them a tax bill as they don’t
have to recognize any capital gains tax. In addition, mortgages
through Milo are available to anyone in the world, not just US
citizens. There is also no credit check or FICO score required.
The company states, “No, Milo does not require a FICO score ...
We don’t require that you disclose this information because we
assess the creditworthiness of your crypto holdings, not you.”
By using solutions like this, investors are able to hang onto a
long-term appreciating asset like Bitcoin and leverage it to acquire
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another long-term appreciating asset like real estate. As time
goes on we expect to see more use-cases like this develop that
take liquid Bitcoin supply out of the market.

Other than price action, and the general expectation of a
recession in the USA, there really isn’t any bearish news specific
to Bitcoin. The long-term picture here continues to point towards
higher prices, despite the short-term volatility. Our advice remains
the same: sit back and ride out the volatility with Bitcoin, and
focus on the long-term picture. For those of you who don’t own
any Bitcoin, or want to buy more, this pullback is one of the best
opportunities we’ve had in some time. In our view, it’s simply a
matter of time before prices head back up.

For anyone interested in earning 8-10% on a USD stablecoin, or
5% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.
https://countermarkets.com/crypto

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using
BlockFi to take your first position. Be careful with your position
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more
in a matter of days.

Silver Update
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Silver prices continued to frustrate just about everyone last
month. After a 15% move in February we saw some consolidation
in March, as is typical after a move that size in the precious
metals market. In April prices started off strong, and approached
the $26 level, before falling sharply all the way down to the $22.50
level we’re at today. This was about a 14% drop we saw in the
last half of April, which is pretty extreme for silver, especially after
the 15% move to the upside we just saw in March.

If anything, this should point to some volatile times ahead. While
gold and silver have classically served as safe haven holdings in
times of turmoil, silver also plays an important role in the
economy. With the talk of inflation, tightening money supply, and
the near guarantee of recession, it’s entirely possible that
industrial demand for silver will decline in the near future.

We’re approaching 2 years now that silver has been stuck in this
$21 to $28 trading range. It’s been 22 months of chopping back
and forth between these levels. As we’ve stated multiple times in
the past, whenever silver gets to the lower end of this range (as it
is today), it’s been a wise time to buy. The $21-$22 range has
provided continued support throughout this time period, and has
led to a bounce to the $24-$26 range each time. While historical
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patterns are no guarantee of future performance, they are often
the best predictor available.

Fighting in Ukraine continues to be the new normal, so any
short-term movements from that situation are unlikely to swing
prices much here. Even if that situation were to resolve itself
entirely, it would likely be overshadowed by the negative moves
we’ve seen in the equities markets lately, the rising interest rates,
and the talk of economic recession.

The Federal Reserve has painted itself into a corner with the easy
money policies that took us through covid, and the natural
consequence of that is now being seen. Flooding a market with
excess US dollars, when there’s a relatively fixed supply of goods
and services, is going to result in prices going up every single
time. And to make things worse, supply chains never really
recovered from covid, so we’re battling both increases in the
money supply and supply shortages.

Even government bonds are now paying over 9.5%, which is
pretty amazing given that banks are still paying next to nothing.
For anyone who doesn’t believe this, just go to
https://www.treasurydirect.gov/indiv/products/prod_ibonds_glance
.htm and you can pick up some risk-free I bonds that are earning
9.62%.

Longer term (meaning 10+ years), we’re still not concerned about
wars, sanctions, politics, or even economic recessions. The
average recession in the USA has lasted 12-18 months, which is
a relatively short time when compared to periods of economic
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expansion. Silver plays a vital role in a variety of consumer
applications, and it will have demand around the world during
both good times and bad.

Our view on silver remains largely the same. Prices are at the
lower end of a 22-month trading range, demand in consumer
applications is on the rise, economic turmoil and inflation are on
the rise. Our advice is to continue to sit tight here, and let time do
the heavy lifting. Everything is still in place for a great multi-year
run for gold and silver, we just need to be patient and accumulate
more on the dips.

The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still very high.
Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $13.50 over
spot, meaning you’ll pay about $36.00 for a coin with $22.50
worth of silver content. That’s a 57% premium to spot, and we
really can’t suggest you buy at these levels. Historically, it’s
always better to be a seller of precious metals when premiums
are this high, as opposed to a buyer.

If you’re in the market for physical silver and unwilling to wait for
premiums to come back down, there are far better options if you
look at non-US coins. As we mentioned last month, Australian
Kangaroos, South African Krugerrands, Canadian Maple Leafs,
and Austrian Philharmonics silver coins are selling for far less of a
premium than American Eagles, about $5.50 per ounce instead of
$13.50. These coins are 99.9% silver and contain just as much
silver content as the Eagles, but they cost about $8 less per coin.
If you’re looking to acquire physical bullion, these coins offer a far
better value for the time being.
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Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at 78.
At the time of this writing, it’s up to 83, so we saw a nice increase
last month. The 20-year average of gold to silver is about 60, so
silver is a ways away from the long-term average. To get back to
the long-term average, we’d need to see silver climb back to just
over $31.50 per ounce, while gold prices don’t move at all. Given
they tend to move together, it’s likely that silver will move more
than gold in terms on a percentage basis.

While silver isn’t the screaming bargain it was over a couple of
years ago when the gold-to-silver ratio was near 100, a ratio of 83
still makes silver significantly more attractive than gold here. The
last time this ratio hit 100+, we saw silver spike about 50% in
under a month, so silver can definitely get moving and play
catch-up, but it can get very cheap before that happens as well.

If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion we suggest you wait
until spot prices have come back to earth. For those of you who
don't mind paying these high premiums, we’d encourage you to
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (June 2022)

TRENDS & FORECASTING

Entrepreneurial Solutions For The Housing Crisis

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Digital Currency Wallets Are The Digital ID

WEALTH

Golden Eggs During The Collapse

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Not a member yet?

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets!
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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